
7:50 AM Weather Forecast

Thursday, February 22, 2024

Hour by Hour Forecast: Current Weather Alerts:

FORECAST NOTES

Temperatures:
ü As clouds clear out, high temperatures 

will start to spike up to near 50 F today.

Wind/Clouds:
ü Clouds are expected to scour out through 

the AM into the early PM with plenty of 

sunshine the back half of the day.

ü Mostly northerly winds expected for today 
with a shift more westerly/ northwesterly 

around 5 – 8 PM.  The chart to the left gives 

a good idea of magnitude. 

All Clear 

Today’s Precipitation Chances:

Current thinking is that the rest of today will be dry as a front  drops to the SE.  Overall, radar observations support this idea as well.

Snow totals /Icing concerns?

No concerns regarding icing or snow

Dew/Frost: 

Frost/ dew conditions are quite borderline getting into tomorrow AM.  Current thinking is that winds will be elevated enough and not enough low-level 

moisture for frost/ dew to form.  
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10-Day Forecast

NEXT 5 DAYS: IMPORTANT FORECAST NOTES:

Next 7 Day Rainfall Totals

Precipitation:
ü THU: Fairly high confidence in dry conditions as a front continues to sag to the 

south.

ü  FRI: Will need Friday afternoon/ evening for some snow that can work into the 

area.  Any snow would likely be light with a low-end risk of a coating of snow on 

pavement.  Recent warmer weather will be a great limiting factor regarding 

pavement impacts.  Chances will be on the increase into the evening as 

temperatures drop and light flurries linger.

ü SAT: Timing would need nailed down, but again potential for some flurries mainly 

prior to 8 AM.  Lake-effect is a wild card factor here – regardless -  a light coating of 

snow will continue to be possible on pavement.  Back half of the day should be dry.

ü SUN – WED:   We continue to monitor for a more active weather pattern into the 

middle part of next week.  At least minor chances are in the cards for MON and 

through the first half of TUE.  However, TUE PM into WED offers up more widespread 

storm risks with the potential for severe weather and heavy rain.  Snow may mix in 

late WED.  Overall, details on the specifics at this distance are low.

Temperatures:
ü Coldest temperatures expected into 

SAT AM before temperatures ramp 

back up into next week.

ü Temperatures will really spike next 
TUE out ahead of a system where 

temperatures can get into the 60’s F.

Wind/Clouds:
ü The most sun will be found SAT PM into 

the first half of MON.  Clouds will likely be 

on the uptick ahead of an approaching 

system.

ü TUE – THU will offer up gusty conditions in 

general outside of strong-to-severe 
storms.  Gusts of 30 – 40 MPH will be 

possible (again, stronger gusts under the 

strongest storms that form).
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